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1. Publishable summary 

 

 

 

 

SATURN - “SysML based modelling, architecture, exploration, simulation and synthesis for 
complex embedded systems” 

 

SATURN’s goal is to bridge the current gap between modelling and verification/synthesis in UML based 
designs of Embedded Systems that are equally composed of HW and SW. To do this, the UML profile for 
MARTE is being evaluated for its complementary application with SysML, and will be improved by adding 
formal semantics of different Models of Computation for integrated modelling and verification environments. 
By bridging this gap, SATURN expects to demonstrate a significant reduction in time-to-market.  

This will be delivered through: (a) the augmentation of SysML with MARTE, (b) the use of MARTE as a 
platform to integrate SysML with a run-time environment for cross-domain verification, (c) the automatic 
generation of implementable descriptions for both hardware (SystemC/VHDL) and embedded software 
(C/C++) components of the targeted system, and (d) the integration of different abstraction layers allowing 
seamless integration at functional and target architecture level.  

Results are to be validated by two industrial proof-of-concept case studies covering a smart camera system 
and an outdoor broadband wireless telecom system.  

SATURN combines the tool vendor (Atego) with leading system houses (Intracom S.A. Telecom Solutions & 
Thales Security Solutions & Services S.A.S). The consortium also includes two major European Universities: 
University of Paderborn & University of Cantabria. SATURN enables Atego to build on its leading position in 
engineering based UML tools (extending SysML based on Artisan Studio) and also will benefit from the 
project by increasing their respective market in verification infrastructures. Taking advantage of the open 
platform of Atego, the SATURN process will be extremely flexible, and integrate with different third party 
verification tools and implementations. Through contributions to MARTE standardisation, project results will 
be exploited both during the project and will persist long after the project has completed.  

Concept and project objective(s) 

The objectives of the SATURN project are prioritized as follows: 

A. To close the gap between MDA-based modelling and simulation by the integration of OMG SysML 
modelling tools with simulator-based run-time environments (RTEs) to significantly reduce modelling 
and verification time. This primary goal will be realized in the project through: 

1) To develop advanced re-targetable code generation concepts for heterogeneous simulator 
platforms based on formal MoC (Models of Computation) specification for seamless 
integration with SysML metamodels in order to guarantee a semantic preserving the 
integration of modelling and simulation.  

2) To provide an open framework for the tight integration of heterogeneous simulators for code 
generation significantly increasing the interoperability of tools such as VHDL, SystemC and 
Matlab/Simulink, combining EXITE ACE based synchronization and HetSC-based concepts 
for MoC integration including HW synthesis aspects. 
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B. To bring SysML and MARTE into industrial application based on two real industrial case studies 
(Smart Cameras, broadband wireless telecom system) considering all facets of embedded systems 
design including system level design, hardware dependent software, RTOS, and hardware aspects.  
Complementary to this objective, the Project will actively contribute to standardisation from real world 
cases studies into the OMG SysML RTF and anticipated MARTE FTF committees. This contributes 
to bringing emerging standards even closer to the design needs of real potential users as 
represented in the consortium.  

C. To push European-based tool vendors and directly exploit project results into existing commercial 
products, the consortium combines European-based tool vendor (Atego with leading European 
system houses (Intracom Telecom, Thales Security Systems). 

The project is broken down into six work packages four of which are technically based as shown in the 
following figure. 

 

Figure 1.1 SATURN Work Package Structure 

The main technical activities break down into three technical work packages: Verification Technology 
Development (WP3), Prototype Tools Specification and Development (WP4), Application Test Cases and 
Validation (WP5). WP2 initiated the project activities by defining the technical requirements. Project 
management (WP1) and dissemination and exploitation (WP6) complement all work packages, where the 
latter also defines and monitors a project roadmap and provides a link to take project results to various 
exploitations and into the respective OMG standards.  

During the final reporting period from January to December 2010 the project has continued to progress.  

The SATURN code generation and verification framework has been extended from the first increment based 
on the feedback of the industrial partners. Due to the unavailability of the originally identified SystemC 
synthesis tools (Agility SC Compiler, CatapultC) the SATURN code generation has been extended to support 
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the SystemCrafter SC. The SATURN methodology has also updated and simplified based on the experience 
of the prototype implementation of the two industrial case studies from the first increment. 

The following represents the SATURN tool chain that has been established during the final period and used 
by the industrial partners for the validation. 

 

Figure 1.2 SATURN Tool Chain 

The second validation of SATURN methodology, profile and verification framework has been completed by 
the two industrial partners using the test cases and metrics defined D5.3.  The UML profile for HetSC has 
also been validated by UCB using the test case and metrics defined in D5.3.  

The SATURN methodology when compared to the traditional one for all test cases proved to be beneficial. 
Even though the target improvement figures were not achieved, it is expected that the figures will be 
achieved as the SATURN tools are improved and designers become more experienced with the SATURN 
methodology, profiles and tools. 


